Hutchens, B. C.
Jean-Luc Nancy and the future of philosophy

Kant, Immanuel
[Wiener Logik. Italian] Logica di Vienna

Fugali, Edoardo
Anima e movimento : teoria della conoscenza e psicologia in Trendelenburg

Horkheimer, Max
Dialektik der Aufklavung : philosophische Fragmente / Max Horkheimer, Theodor W. Adorno

Kirwan, Christopher
Augustine

Boethius, Anicius Manlius Severinus
[De consolatione philosophiae. English] The consolation of philosophy

B945.G372
Gascoigne, Neil
Richard Rorty : liberalism, irony and the ends of philosophy

BF1078.F72
Freud, Sigmund
[Traumdeutung. English] The interpretation of dreams / Sigmund Freud ; translated by Joyce Crick with an introduction and notes by Ritchie Robertson

BF176.A485 A/V
Aiken, Lewis R.
Tests and examinations : measuring abilities and performance

BF408.D43
De Bono, Edward
How to have creative ideas: 62 exercises to develop the mind

BF432.C48S28 1992
Sattler, Jerome M.
Assessment of children
Norman, Donald A.
Emotional design: why we love (or hate) everyday things

Hardin, Russell
Trust

Nettle, Daniel
Personality: what makes you the way you are

Meggitt, Carolyn
Child development: an illustrated guide

Bromley, D.B.
Behavioral gerontology: central issues in the psychology of ageing
Ranciere, Jacques

The politics of aesthetics : the distribution of the sensible / Jacques Ranciere ; translated with an introduction by Gabriel Rockhill

BQT1426.S6

Socias, James

Marriage is love forever : adapted to the catechism of the Catholic Church

BQT1432.M3

Il matrimonio tra cattolici ed islamici

BQT1902.C8

Vial Correa, Juan de Dios

The culture of life : foundations and dimensions : proceedings of the seventh assembly of the pontifical academicy for life

BQT1902.N3

Vial Correa, Juan de Dios

The nature and dignity of the human person as the foundation of the right to life : the challenges of the contemporary cultural context : proceedings of the eight assembly of the pontifical academy for life

BQT1932.D5

Vial Correa, Juan de Dios
The dignity of human procreation and reproductive technologies: anthropological and ethical aspects: proceedings of the tenth assembly of the pontifical academy for life

BQT1942.H657
Hollenbach, David
The common good and Christian ethics

BQT1952.V4
DiNoia, J.A.
Veritatis splendor and the renewal of moral theology: studies by ten outstanding scholars

BQT2188.H3
Wicks, Robert J.
Handbook of spirituality for ministers

BQT2188.H8
Hughes, Alfred C.
Spiritual masters: living a life of prayer in the Catholic tradition

BQT239.M3
Martin de Agar, Joseph T.
A handbook on Canon law
McNeill, Donald P.


Dugan, Patrick M.

Advocacy vademecum

Arrieta, Juan Ignacio

Governance structures within the Catholic Church

Dugan, Patricia M.

The penal process and the protection of rights in canon law : proceedings of a conference held at the Pontifical University of the Holy Cross, Rome, March 25-26, 2004

Dugan, Patricia M.

Studies on the instruction Dignitas connubii : proceedings of the Study Day held at the Pontifical University of the Holy Cross, Rome, January 19, 2006
John Paul II, Pope

Letters to my brother priests: complete collection of Holy Thursday letters, 1979-2005 / Pope John Paul II ; edited by James Socías

Wiel, Constant van de

History of Canon law

Ferme, Brian Edwin

Introduzione alla storia delle fonti del diritto canonico

Peters, Eduardus N.

Incrementa in progressu 1983 Codicis Iuris Canonici

Sacramentalita e validita del matrimonio nella giurisprudenza del tribunale della Rota Romana
La doppia conforme nel processo matrimoniale: problemi e prospettive

BS2387.F7
Evans, Craig A.
From prophecy to testament: the function of the Old Testament in the New

CCN777.K75
Kristiansen, Kristian
The rise of Bronze Age society: travels, transmissions and transformations / Kristian Kristiansen and Thomas B. Larsson

CCN818.S3L5
Lilliu, Giovanni
Arte e religione della Sardegna prenuragica: idoletti, ceramiche, oggetti d'ornamento

CCN835.S63
Social inequality in Iberian late prehistory / edited by Pedro Diaz-del-Rio, Leonardo Garcia Sanjuan

D1065.U5S413 1968
Servan-Schreiber, J.-J.
D107.S64
Spellman, W.M.
Monarchies, 1000-2000

D231.B73
Te Brake, Wayne
Shaping history : ordinary people in European politics, 1500-1700

D246.W557
Wills, John E.
1688 : a global history

D804.3.L335
LaCapra, Dominick
History and memory after Auschwitz

DA20.R913 v.33
Dublin Castle and the first home rule crisis : the political journal of Sir George Fottrell, 1884-1887 / edited by Stephen Ball

DA405.C581
The Civil Wars: a military history of England, Scotland, and Ireland, 1638-1660 / edited by John Kenyon and Jane Ohlmeyer; consultant editor, John Morrill

DEG30.A528

Ancient Italy: regions without boundaries / edited by Guy Bradley, Elena Isayev and Corinna Riva

DEG55.S2S2

Sardinia: monumenti antichi

DG451.S491

Severgnini, Beppe

La testa degli italiani

DG571.B459

Ben-Ghiat, Ruth

Fascist modernities: Italy, 1922-1945

DG867.S3

Sciascia, Laura

Le donne e i cavalier, gli affanni e gli agi: famiglia e potere in Sicilia tra XII e XIV secolo

DK266.S28
Satter, David
Age of delirium : the decline and fall of the Soviet Union

DR998.P48P456 2007
Phoinike IV : rapporto preliminare sulle campagne di scavi e ricerche, 2004-2006 / a cura di Sandro De Maria e Shpresa Gjongecaj

DS54.8.V359 2000
Vanezis, P.N.
Cyprus : crime without punishment

DS821.J365
Japanese encounters with postmodernity / jointly edited by Johann P. Arnason and Yoshio Sugimoto

DU744.H358
Hampton, O.W.
Culture of stone : sacred and profane uses of stone among the Dani / O.W. "Bud" Hampton

E185.F825 1988
Franklin, John Hope
From slavery to freedom: a history of Negro Americans / John Hope Franklin, Alfred A. Moss, Jr.
E78.F6H3
Hann, John H.
Indians of central and south Florida, 1513-1763

E78.W8L64
Loew, Patty
Indian nations of Wisconsin: histories of endurance and renewal

G155.A1W67
World tourism cities: developing tourism off the beaten track / edited by Robert Maitland and Peter Newman

GE170.C73
Crabbe, Ann
The handbook of environmental policy evaluation / Ann Crabbe and Pieter Leroy

GE170.E46
Elling, Bo
Rationality and the environment: decision-making in environmental politics and assessment

GE60.E97
The European environment: state and outlook 2005 / European Environmental Agency
GF541.T334
Tabak, Faruk
The waning of the Mediterranean, 1550-1870: a geohistorical approach

GT3913.31.D49
Dew, Christine
Uncommissioned art: an A-Z of Australian graffiti

GV174.B857
Bull, Chris
Introduction to leisure studies / Chris Bull, Jayne Hoose, Mike Weed

GV423.F75
Friedl, Peter
Playgrounds

H/3/26
Luther, Martin
[Septemberbibel] Das neue Testament / Deutsch von Martin Luther; mit einer Einleitung von Julius Kostlin
H61.15.B45
Benton, Ted
Philosophy of social science : the philosophical foundations of social thought / Ted Benton and Ian Craib

HB76.E28
Economic sciences, 2001-2005 / editor, Peter Englund

HD2755.5.H557 2009
Hill, Charles W.L.
International business : competing in the global marketplace

HD30.15.B455 2005 A/V
Management information systems / edited by Gordon B. Davis

HD31.D78 2008
Drucker, Peter F.
Management / Peter F. Ducker ; with Joseph A. Maciarello

HD58.9.K43 2008
Kelley, Tom
The ten faces of innovation : IDEO's strategies for beating the devil's advocate & driving creativity throughout your organization / Tom Kelly with Jonathan Littman
HD6276.G7H63

Hodkinson, Phil

Triumphs and tears : young people, markets and the transition from school to work / Phil Hodkinson, Andrew C. Sparkes, and Heather Hodkinson

HE199.A2F875

The future of intermodal freight transport : operations, design and policy / edited by, Rob Konings, Hugo Priemus, Peter Nijkamp

HF5657.4.D78 2008

Drury, Colin

Management and cost accounting : Student's manual

HG4523.C27

CAMPBELL, John Y.

The econometrics of financial markets / John Y. Campbell, Andrew W. Lo, A. Craig MacKinlay

HG6041.S76

Steenbarger, Brett N.

The psychology of trading : tools and techniques for minding the markets

HG6046.R637
Rogers, Jim
Hot commodities : how anyone can invest profitably in the world’s best market
HM132.A7 1994

Argyle, Michael
The psychology of interpersonal behaviour
HM251.P829

The psychology of the social / edited by Uwe Flick
HM48.G43

Glaser, Barney G.
The discovery of grounded theory : strategies for qualitative research / Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss
HM59.2.K66 2008

Kornblum, William
Social problems / William Kornblum, Joseph Julian ; in collaboration with Carolyn D. Smith
HQ1075.B7213

Bourdieu, Pierre
Masculine domination
HQ1075.B73
Bradley, Harriet
Gender

HQ772.B536
Biddulph, Steve
Raising a happy child / Steve and Shaaron Biddulph

HT166.L481 2008
Levy, John M.
Contemporary urban planning

HT166.O99
Owen, Stephen
Planning settlements naturally

HT169.G7C8 2006
Cullingworth, J.B.
Town and country planning in the UK / Barry Cullingworth and Vincent Nadin

HT169.U5C73 2008
Crankshaw, Ned

Creating vibrant public spaces : streetscape design in commercial and historic districts / by Ned Crankshaw

HV5825.T37 2008

Taking sides. Clashing views in drugs and society / selected, edited, and with introductions by Raymond Goldberg

HV6069.M37

Matza, David

Delinquency and drift

HV6446.L86

Lupo, Salvatore

Quando la mafia trovò l’America : storia di un intreccio intercontinentale, 1888-2008

HV697.B73

Bradshaw, John

Family secrets : the path to self-acceptance and reunion

HV713.N54

Nieuwenhuys, Olga

Children’s lifeworlds : gender, welfare and labour in the developing world
Criminal detection and the psychology of crime / edited by David V. Canter and Laurence J. Alison

Restorative justice : from theory to practice / edited by Holly Ventura Miller

The political classic : a guide to the essential texts from Plato to Rousseau / edited by Murray Forsyth and Maurice Keens-Soper

Appadorai, A.

Substance of politics

Sartori, Giovanni

Democratic theory

Blondel, Jean

Comparative government : an introduction
Blondel, Jean
Comparative government: an introduction

Comparative politics today: a world view / general editors, Gabriel A. Almond, G. Bingham Powell

Wood, Philip R.
Principles of international insolvency

Dark, K.R.
The waves of time: long-term change and international relations

Watson, Alan
The spirit of Roman law
Mei, Enrico
Medicina legale

KN111.S6
Smith, Gordon V.
Intellectual property : valuation, exploitation, and infringement damages / Gordon V. Smith, Russell L. Parr

KN175.B87
Burton, Mandy
Legal responses to domestic violence

KN176.F72 2002
Franklin, Bob
The new handbook of children's rights : comparative policy and practice

KN185.122.D558
Dimond, Bridgit
Legal aspects of consent

KN389.6.D42
"The dearest birth right of the people of England" : the jury in the history of the common law / edited by John W. Cairns and Grant McLeod

Wyatt and Dashwood's European Union law. - 5th ed. / Anthony Arnull ... [et al.]

Cultures of Arab schooling : critical ethnographies from Egypt / edited by Linda Herrera, Carol Alberto Torres

Marchand-Martella, Nancy E.
Introduction to direct instruction / Nancy E. Marchand-Martella, Timothy A. Slocum, Ronald C. Martella

Richardson, Gail Ryder
Creating a space to grow : developing your outdoor learning environment
Challenging behaviors in early childhood settings: creating a place for all children / Susan Hart Bell ... [et al]

LB1131.D682 2005
Dowling, Marion
Young children's personal, social and emotional development

LB1139.23.E27
Moyles, Janet
Early years foundations: meeting the challenge

LB1139.23.R634
Roberts-Holmes, Guy
Doing your early years research project: a step-by-step guide

LB1139.4.C357
Callaway, Gloria
Early years curriculum: a view from outdoors

LB1140.3.B78 2005
Bruce, Tina
Early childhood education
LB1576.E99 2007
Eyres, Ian
English for primary and early years : developing subject knowledge

LB1590.3.W357
Teaching thinking skills across the early years : a practical approach for children aged 4 to 7 / Belle Wallace with Nicola Beverley ... [et al.]

LB3051.C45
Chase, Clinton I.
Contemporary assessment for educators

LB3056.G7E85
Torrance, Harry
Evaluating authentic assessment : problems and possibilities in new approaches to assessment

LB3610.S83
Student power : problems, diagnosis, action / edited by Alexander Cockburn and Robin Blackburn

LC2607.E39
Education, conflict and social cohesion / edited by Sobhi Tawil and Alexandra Harley
Hill, Dave
Contesting neoliberal education: public resistance and collective advance

Hyslop-Margison, Emery J.
Neo-liberalism, globalization and human capital learning: reclaiming education for democratic citizenship / Emery J. Hyslop-Margison and Alan M. Sears

Donald, James
Sentimental education: schooling, popular culture and the regulation of liberty

Everett, Walter
Expression in pop-rock music: critical and analytical essays
Robins, Wayne
A brief history of rock, off the record

ML3534.R6
Cateforis, Theo
The rock history reader

ML3557.S68 A/V
Smyth, Willie
Spirit of the first people : native American music traditions of Washington State

ML3604.7.C7D3
Dawe, Kevin
Music and musicians in Crete : performance and ethnography in a Mediterranean Island society

ML3798.N4
Stobart, Henry
The new (ethno)musicologies

ML3798.S8
Stone, Ruth
Theory for ethnomusicology
Webb, Peter
Exploring the networked worlds of popular music: milieu cultures

Letellier, Roger Ignatius
An introduction to the dramatic works of Giacomo Meyerbeer

Carl Nielsen studies / edited by Fanning David, Grimley Danioel, Krabbe Niels (editor in chief)

Venn, Edward
The music of Hugh Wood

O'Loghlin, Michael
Frederick the great and his musicians: the viola da gamba: music of the Berlin school
Poterfield, Nolan
Last cavalier: the life and times of John A. Lomax

MT1.B57 A/V
Opus 1: progression in music, 11-14 / Steve Block ... [et al.]

MT1.P8
Pugh, Aelwyn
Music in the early years

MT10.Y6
Young, Susan
Music in the early years

MT6.M4
Metcalf, Marian
Theory matters

MT6.M4
Metcalf, Marian
Theory matters: teacher's resource
Teaching arts in primary schools / Stephanie Penny ... [et al.]

Kosinski, Dorothy
Dialogues : Duchamp, Cornell, Johns, Rauschenberg

Carra, Massimo
Metaphysical art / Massimo Carra with Patrick Waldberg and Ewald Rathke ; translation and historical foreword by Caroline Tisdall

Schwitters_Arp / mit beitragen von Gottfried Boehm ... [et al.]

The Arcimboldo effect : transformations of the face from the sixteenth to the twentieth century / [editing, Jane Chapman, Carol Rathman, Jaime Roberts ; translators, Lisa Clark ... [et al.]]

Kyozon : Taichi Ishidate, Hidehiro Kinoshita, Takao Kubo, Mariko Mori, Takashi Murakami, Rika Takahashi, Tamura Satoru, Kaori Yamamoto / foreword by Jann L.M. Bailey ; preface by Susan Edelstein ; essays by Kevin Ei-ichi De Forest, Monika Kin Gagnon, and Yoichi Kimura.
Wands, Bruce
Art of the digital age

Dillenberger, John
Images & relics: theological perceptions and visual images in sixteenth-century Europe

Croci, Giorgio
The conservation and structural restoration of architectural heritage

Ching, Francis D.K.
A global history of architecture / Francis D.K. Ching, Mark M. Jarzombek, Vikramaditya Prakash

Gregory, Paola
New scapes: territories of complexity
Richards, Brent
New glass architecture

Lembke, Katja
Phonizische anthropoide Sarkophage

Wadia, Dinyar S.
New classicists : Wadia Associates : residential architecture of distinction / Dinyar S. Wadia ; foreword by The Prince of Wales ; introduction by Paul Gunther ; principal photography by Jonathan Wallen ; designed & edited by Phillip James Dodd

Friis, Anny
Australian house & garden : sanctuary : living your best life at home / editorial director, Anny Friis ; editor, Alexandra Neuman ; picture research, Rosanne Peach ; text, Rosanne Peach ... [et al.]

Hudson, Jennifer
Restroom : contemporary design
NX180.S6
Alexander, Victoria D.
Sociology of the arts : exploring fine and popular forms

P132.L54
Lieberman, Philip
The biology and evolution of language

P29.B87
Bubmann, Handumond
Lexikon der Sprachwissenschaft

P29.M46 2005
Metzler lexikon sprache / herausgegeben von Helmut Gluck ; unter Mitarbeit von Friederike Schmoe

P40.D575
Dittmar, Norbert
A critical survey of sociolinguistics : theory and application / Norbert Dittmar ; translated from the German by Peter Sand, Pieter A.M. Seuren and Kevin Whiteley

P95.45.T359
Tannen, Deborah
That's not what i meant! : how conversational style makes or breaks your relations with others
PC2117.A33
Ager, D.E.
Styles and registers in contemporary French: passages for analysis

PE1128.A2M3
McKay, Sandra Lee
International English in its sociolinguistic contexts: towards a socially sensitive EIL pedagogy / Sandra Lee McKay and Wendy D. Bokhorst-Heng

PE1128.I58
International handbook of English language teaching / edited by Jim Cummins and Chris Davison

PF3071.E37 2007
Einführung in die germanistische Linguistik / Jorg Meibauer ... [et. al]

PF3075.S35
Schmidt, Wilhelm
Geschichte der deutschen Sprache: ein Lehrbuch für das germanistische Studium

PF3112.E39 2006
Eisenberg, Peter
Grundriss der deutschen Grammatik

PF3137.D8 2006
Duden : die deutsche Rechtschreibung / herausgegeben von der Dudenredaktion ; auf der Grundlage der neuen amtlichen Rechtschreibregeln

PF3137.D8 2008
Mangold, Max
Duden, Ausspracheworterbuch / bearbeitet von Max Mangold in Zusammenarbeit mit der Dudenredaktion

PF3460.D8 2008
Duden : Redewendungen : Worterbuch der deutschen Idiomatik / herausgegeben von der Dudenredaktion

PF3580.K57 2002
Kluge, Friedrich
Kluge : Etymologisches Worterbuch der deutschen Sprache / bearbeitet von Elmar Seebold

PF3625.W2 2008
Wahrig, Gerhard
Deutsches Worterbuch / Gerhard Wahrig ; herausgegeben von Renate Wahrig-Burfeind ; mit einem "Lexikon der Sprachlehre"
PF3625.W345
Wahrig-Burfeind, Renate
Wahrig Grossworterbuch Deutsch als Fremdsprache

PF3640.P656
Pons Grossworterbuch : Englisch-Deutsch, Deutsch-Englisch. - Neubearbeitung 2007

PF3670.D8 2007
Duden, das Fremdworterbuch / herausgegeben von der Dudenradaktion ; auf der Grundlage der neuen amtlichen Rechtschreibregeln

PJ9023.L3 1978
Lambdin, Thomas O.
Introduction to classical Ethiopic (Ge'ez)

PN1993.5.G755
Shaw, Tony
British cinema and the Cold War : the state, propaganda and consensus

PN203.D36
Deleuze, Gilles
[Critique et clinique. English] Essays : critical and clinical / Gilles Deleuze; translated by Daniel W. Smith and Michael A. Greco

PN2071.I5C37
Caruso, Sandra
The young actor's guide to improvisation : dramatic situations from Shakespeare to Spielberg, ages 7-11 / Sandra Caruso with Susan Kosoff

PN3157.G73
Greig, Noel
Young people, new theatre : a practical guide to an intercultural process

PN3171.D73
Drama journeys : inside drama learning / edited by Mary Mooney and Jennifer Nicholls

PN41.M46 2007
Schweikle, Gunther
Metzler lexikon literatur : Begriffe und Definitionen / begründet von Gunther und Irmgard Schweikle; herausgegeben von Dieter Burdorf, Christoph Fasbender und Burkhard Moennighoff

PN56.P92S45
Rancour-Laferriere, Daniel
Self-analysis in literary study : exploring hidden agendas
PQ2625.A716Z67
Greenlee, James W.
Malraux's heroes and history

PQ2676.E74C45
Perec, Georges
Things : a story of the sixties / Georges Perec ; translated from the French by David Bellos. A man asleep / Georges Perec ; translated from the French by Andrew Leak

PQ631.E84
Esmein-Sarrazin, Camille
L'essor du roman : discours theorique et constitution d'un genre litteraire au XVIIe siecle

PR115.S5 1999
Showalter, Elaine
Aliterature of their own : British woman novelists from Bronte to Lessing

PR1265.5.J33
Dutton, Richard
Jacobean civic pageants
Edmund Spenser / edited and introduced by Andrew Hadfield

Schmidgall, Gary
Shakespeare and the poet's life

Collick, John
Shakespeare, cinema and society

Donaldson, Peter S.
Shakespearean films/Shakespearean directors

Eckert, Charles W.
Focus on Shakespearean films

Shakespeare on film / edited by Robert Shaughnessy
Webster, John
The white devil / John Webster ; edited by Christina Luckyj

Falconer, Rachel
Orpheus dis(re)membered : Milton and the myth of the poet-hero

Critical paths : Blake and the argument of method / edited by Dan Miller, Mark Bracher, and Donald Ault

McGowan, Ian
The Restoration and eighteenth century

Murphy, Sharon
Maria Edgeworth and romance

Skene, James
Memories of Sir Walter Scott / James Skene ; [edited by Basil Thomson]

PR5907.B55
Bloom, Harold
Yeats

PR5907.L54
Liebregts, P.Th.M.G
Centaurs in the twilight : W.B. Yeats's use of the classical tradition

PR6019.O9D8
Werner, Craig Hansen
Dubliners : a pluralistic world

PR6019.O9M3
McCarthy, Patrick A.
Ulysses : portals of discovery

PR6037.A86A17
Sassoon, Siegfried
Collected poems, 1908-1956
Ruotolo, Lucio P.
The interrupted moment: a view of Virginia Woolf's novels

McAlindon, T.
English Renaissance tragedy

Imhof, Rudiger
The modern Irish novel: Irish novelists after 1945

Lawrence, D.H.
The symbolic meaning: the uncollected versions of Studies in classic American literature / D.H. Lawrence; edited by Armin Arnold; with a preface by Harry T. Moore

Miller, J. Hillis
Hawthorne & history: defacing it
Hardwick, Elizabeth

Herman Melville

PT3818.F76

From high priests to desecrators: contemporary Austrian writers / edited by Ricarda Schmidt and Moray McGowan

PT85.D48 2008

Deutsche Literaturgeschichte: von den Anfangen bis zur Gegenwart / von Wolfgang Beutin ... [et al.]

QA135.5.S3

Schiller, Pam

Count on math: activities for small hands and lively minds / by Pam Schiller and Lynne Peterson; illustrated by Cheryl Kirk Noll

QA159.A4

Algebra in the early grades / edited by James J. Kaput, David W. Carraher, Maria L. Blanton

QA274.22.P76 2004

Protter, Philip E.

Stochastic integration and differential equations
Heiman, Gary W.
Basic statistics for the behavioral sciences

Shankar, R.
Basic training in mathematics: a fitness program for science students

Oppenheim, Alan V.
Signals & systems / Alan V. Oppenheim, Alan S. Willsky with S. Hamid Nawab

Gammack, John
The book of informatics / John Gammack, Valerie Hobbs, Diarmuid Pigott

Cohoon, James P.
Java: program design

Kaye, G.W.C.
Tables of physical and chemical constants and some mathematical functions / by G.W.C. Kaye and T.H. Laby

QD181.C1F6
Fowler, P.W.
An atlas of fullerenes / P.W. Fowler, D.E. Manolopoulos

QD415.N4 2008
Lehninger, Albert L.
Lehninger principles of biochemistry. - 5th ed. / David L. Nelson, Michael M. Cox

QD511.S3
Sato, Norio
Chemical energy and exergy : an introduction to chemical thermodynamics for engineers

QD53.F76
From classical to modern chemistry : the instrumental revolution / edited by Peter J.T. Morris

QH332.K37
Kass, Leon R.
Life, liberty and the defense of dignity : the challenge for bioethics
Behavioral genetics / Robert Plomin ... [et al.]

Ecology of insects : concepts and applications / Martin R. Speight, Mark D. Hunter, Allan D. Watt

Gray's anatomy : the anatomical basis of clinical practice. - 40th ed. / editor-in-chief, Susan Standring ; section editors, Neil R. Borley ... [et al.]

Atlas of human anatomy. - 4th ed. / Frank H. Netter ; consulting editors, Jennifer K. Brueckner ... [et al.]

Textbook of medical physiology / Arthur C. Guyton, John E. Hall

Foundations of physiological psychology
R118.W75
Wright, Bob
Communication skills

R697.A4C453
Chandler, Terry
Support worker training : a guide for health care professionals / Terry Chandler ; with contributions by John Dean, Hilary Hampson

R724.C65
Inter-professional ethics in health care : conference organised by the Bioethics Consultative Committee, Ministry of Health, November 2000 / edited by Maurice N. Cauchi

R737.M353
Facilitating learning in clinical settings / edited by Lindy McAllister ... [et al.]

RA418.E3
Edelmann, Robert J.
Psychosocial aspects of the health care process

RA643.8.S66
Sontag, Susan
AIDS and its metaphors

RA645.5.S868
St. Pierre, Michael
Crisis management in acute care settings: human factors and team psychology in a high stakes environment / Michael St. Pierre, Gesine Hofinger, Cornelius Buerschaper

RA790.6.K73
Krauss, Judith B.
Health care reform: essential mental health services

RA969.P635
Pocket guide to infection prevention and safe practice / Susan D. Schaffer ... [et al.]

RA998.G7554
Smyth, Terry
Caring for older people: creative approaches to good practice

RB127.P35
Pain medicine / [edited by] Stephen E. Abram

RB144.I836
Ishihara, H.

Fluid volume monitoring with glucose dilution / H. Ishihara, A.H. Giesecke

RB45.M657 2005

Molecular hematology / edited by Drew Provan, John G. Gribben

RC280.B8C366 2008

Cardenosa, Gilda

Breast imaging companion

RC350.P48P665

Pope, Pauline M.

Severe and complex neurological disability : management of the physical condition

RC423.I799

Irwin, David L.

Clinical research methods in speech-language pathology and audiology / David L. Irwin, Mary Pannbacker, Norman J. Lass

RC440.F67 2008 A/V

Fortinash, Katherine M.

Psychiatric mental health nursing / Katherine M. Fortinash, Patricia A. Holoday Worret
RC535.B37
Barlow, David H.
Psychological treatment of panic / David H. Barlow, Jerome A. Cerny

RC675.T483
Textbook of advanced cardiac life support / editor, Richard O. Cummins

RC683.5.T83R672
Roscoe, Andrew
Transoesophageal echocardiography : study guide and practice questions

RC802.G75
Gribble, Helen E.
Gastroenterological nursing

RC86.7.C575 A/V
Clinical critical care medicine / [edited by] Richard K. Albert ... [et al.]

RC901.7.H45B372
Basic clinical dialysis / edited by David Harris ... [et al.]
Renal failure and replacement therapies / Sarah Blakeley (ed.)


Handbook of nurse anesthesia / John J. Nagelhout, Karen L. Zaglaniczny

Clinical cases in anesthesia / edited by Allan P. Reed, Francine S. Yudkowitz

Emergencies in anaesthesia / edited by Keith G. Allman, Andrew K. McIndoe, Iain H. Wilson

Benumof’s airway management : principles and practice. - 2nd ed. / [edited by] Carin A. Hagberg
Gallagher, Christopher J.

Simulation in anesthesia / Christopher J. Gallagher, S. Barry Issenberg ; DVD created by Tom Church

RD82.M636

Schuttler, Jurgen

Modern anesthetics / Jurgen Schuttler, Helmut Schwilden, editors ; contributors, J. Ahonen [et al.]

RD84.E88 2005
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